
AIDS Theme A

Amnesty International-AI knowing the facts, to the contrary took upon itself the task of defending, protecting and
promoting business interests of  Canada.
AI operated below the radar to promote the interests of ones who harbored criminals-terrorists, and AI didn't give a damn
if AI's such engagements brought further sufferings, misery to already once victims-India_ns.
AI holds the key to this machine of destruction of human-beings on this planet, and its key components are:
Dread.
Debilitation.
Dependency.

Anonymous Intelligence-AI, whose prime assets in the multi national trade/corporations is (collection of) intelligence
expected this world to be of fools. AI's well planned activities were meant to cut-across almost all international
treaties/conventions amongst sovereign nations, keeping in mind to operate below the radar.

Amnesty's Hate India_ns propaganda.
Reporting News or Playing Politics?  
It all depends upon the position of Indian-pawns on AI's strategy and its Donors Chess-Board.

AdvertisingInternational.

Circumvent certain facts and obfuscate others; then manufacture 'facts' which form a narrow system of ideas and beliefs.

Like an almost theocratic institution, it does not tolerate dissent or allow its dogmas to be questioned. In the name of
editorial policy, it pontificates, promoting slogans, denigrations and articles of faith in the guise of critical policy review.
Such a media doesn't aim at reporting the news; it tries to create the news, imposing its view of the news upon everyone
as the final truth.

Where is the Media's Mandate?
The sources behind the media's operation and where they get their money is also not revealed. 
We are not informed as to how prominent reporters and editorial writers derive their income, including how much may
come from outside sources. But clearly they are getting a lot of money from somewhere that they are not in any hurry to
disclose. Though the media likes to expose the improprieties, financial, sexual and otherwise, of those its dislikes, which
it often exaggerates, if not invents, if you examine how the media people live, you certainly wouldn't want them as., role
models for our children!

Nor are we certain who such media really represents.
heirs, pretenders, predators, interlopers and proxies...........?

 

Amnesty and its Propaganda Machine.

Amnesty targeted India and even its Hate-India_ns campaign went so far as to symbolize India with Torture.
It comes natural to AI, because AI's home-base is in 51 State of USA, hard core criminals, killers and terror exported to,
proxy-wars and war waged against India have been from 52nd State of USA.
AI in its nefarious designs and dis-information campaign tried to fool the world through its various acts of c/ommission:
Facts:
 - Pakistan was a transit lounge for the separatists who used terror in order to force civilian population of Punjab-India to
flee leaving their properties behind.
 - Whenever these separatists-terrorists massacred innocent civilians in India, they sought and were given refuge in
Pakistan.*
 - Whenever the same terrorists were hunted by police authorities in the west, they were on their way to next flight to
Pakistan.*
 - Some for example were even wanted for crimes in Canada and Europe.
 - As soon as these terrorists received their UNHCR-Asylum Travel Document in the western countries, they boarded the
first flight to Pakistan (a Tourism Paradise ? does not offer Social Benefits good enough for asylum seekers?). And their
next objective is to enter India secretively-for clandestine activities.
 - Pakistan's nuclear program flourished in the 1980's, at a time when its military and intelligence forces were working
closely with the US in order to repel the Soviet "invasion" of Afghanistan. The official said,"The transfer of enrichment
technology by Pakistan(to North Korea, Iraq and...) is a direct outgrowth of the failure of the United States to deal with
the Pakistani program when we could have done so."
 - As of January, 2003; one American non-proliferation expert said,"Right now, the most dangerous country in the world
is Pakistan. If we are incinerated next week, it will be because of H.E.U."HEU-Highly Enriched Uranium-" that was given
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to Al Qaeda by Pakistan."
 - In the view of American disarmament experts, the sanctions had in any case failed to deal with one troubling issue: the
close ties between some scientists working for the Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission and radical Islamic groups.
"There is an awful lot of Al Qaeda sympathy within Pakistan's nuclear program."

*Pakistan planned to drop a Nuclear Bomb on India on 3 different occasions since 1980's:

(Detailed notes attached. The last time being 1999, according to Prof. Bruce Riedel of the University of Pennsylvania, a
staff member for the then US President).
And Amnesty Intl-AI has been putting more poison in its "Hate India_ns propaganda" since then.

AI holds the key to this machine of destruction of human-beings on this planet, and its key components (Time-based-
Active-Reactive) are:

 - Dread.
 - Debilitation.
 - Dependency.
AI's home-base is in 51 State of USA, hard core criminals, killers and terror exported to, proxy-wars and war waged
against India have been from 52nd State of USA.
Amnesty International  belongs to the same league, the other component-members of which are operating below the
radar in order to:
commit crimes, inflict paralyizing wounds-atrocities_and with maximum (read-efficiently) number of casualties targeting
primarily India_ns as possible.
find an escape route and a far away shelter for its mercenaries cum missionaries to hide.
find a justification (even if a temporary one) for these so called mercenaries cum missionaries'  horrifying acts/otherwise
crimes.
Corner India, through a malicious propaganda, make India_ns helpless and dependent (Dread).
Convince India_ns "Give_up struggle for self-preservation-existence" by draining her/their existence
resources(Debilitation).
Create situations, compelling India_ns to stand-up in self-defense and leave India_ns no other options(Dependency).
Make sure India_ns dare not put up a struggle, punish them severly even for their Reaction_Derivative offensive posture.

In the meantime Canada would let the fugitives free.
Of course  by then time-statues would have expired, witnesses would have died-disappeared, prosecuting the offenders
would become almost impossible. The Crime instigators would have accquired New Identities. The victims would be to
their last breath, on their knees and without any existence resources.
Biological Solutions to Political problems.

*Pakistan planned to drop a Nuclear Bomb on India on 3 different occasions since 1980's:
(Details attached).
And Amnesty Intl-AI has been putting more poison in its "Hate India_ns propaganda" since then.
Amnesty International is engaged in politics on a Daily Wage(who can afford ?) sans moral.

In -Retrospective:
AI- Amnesty International-the Self  Proclaimed Keeper-turned Poacher.
Amnesty International is engaged in politics on a Daily Wage(who can afford ?) sans moral.
It is evident that Moral leadership never has been AI's goal.
For Amnesty, Paedagogiques Concepts evolution/development/refinement is not a high profit venture and does not bring
world's material resources under AI's control in the near future.
Amnesty International is no-where but everywhere.

AI_HRBF helps once a slave remain a slave_how....

Amnesty-AI and its share-holders HRBF (Human Rights Business Franchise) are engaged in selling Technology.
The initial installment of this technology-transfer ensues/commences as soon as a nation-State exposes its soft
side/resources and naturally lends itself vulnerable. The stocks for technology of Dread, Debilitation and Dependency
have been historically under the control of likes of Amnesty International_AI, through-out our recorded history. The only
changes have been their ever-evolving fronts, facades and names. The euphemisms for Dread, Debilitation, Dependency
technology are marked/signed in every dot in the history books you have been given till to-date. These agents selling
technology are also in the business of retaining operations below the radar, so once they break-into your system
firstly(sadly) you have no chance/choice and secondly you will never get the full technology transfer in your life-time
although you may have paid for it.
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Do you wish to throw those chains_shackles of slavery ?
The next time when you are down and someone approaches you invoking the ritual," since the year 1 A.D..........."
You know what this pretender is doing, s/he is throwing her/his net of euphemisms technology of 2000 years calculating
that you would sooner or later surrender.

Freedom from these_ heirs_pretenders_predators_interlopers and proxies.......?
Dream Sellers_Installers as they historically have been.
As a first step, do not allow them a peep into one of your most intimate, personal, nature/ally free, autonomus region of
your life-individual identity_"You, your real  aspirations and autonomus dreams zone".
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